Introduction
Demazure's character formula for arbitrary Kac-Moody Lie algebra was given by S.Kumar and O.Mathieu independently ( [6] , [8] ) by using geometric methods. In 1995, P.Littelmann gave some conjecture (partially solved by himself) about the relation between Demazure's character formula and crystal bases [7] , which was solved affirmatively by M.Kashiwara [3] . Then it gave purely algebraic proof for Demazure's character formula for symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie algebras. Here let us see those formulations. Let g be a symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie algebra (in the context of "crystal base", we need "symmetrizable"), and n + be the nilpotent subalgebra of g. Furthermore, let Z[P ] be the group algebra of the weight lattice P and W be the Weyl group associated with g. Then Demazure operator D w : Z[P ] −→ Z[P ] (w ∈ W ) is given as follows: for i ∈ I (index set) we set D i (e λ ) := e λ (1 − e −(1+ hi,λ )αi )/1 − e −αi and for w = s i l · · · s i1 set D w := D i l · · · D i1 , which is well-defined. Let V (λ) be the irreducible highest weight module with the highest weight λ and u wλ be the extrmal vector with the weight wλ (w ∈ W ). Then, Demazure's character formula is described as follows:
ch(U (n + )u wλ ) = D w (e λ ).
(1.1)
In [7] , Littelmann gave the following conjecture: Let V (λ) be the irreducible U q (g)-highest weight module with the highest weight λ and (L(λ), B(λ)) be its crystal base. Then there exists a subset B w (λ) ⊂ B(λ) such that
where u λ is the highest weight vector with the weight λ and D i is the additive operator on Z ⊕B(λ) given by: We call the left-hand side of (1.2) crystallized Demazure module of V (λ) assciated with w ∈ W . Here we know that Littelmann's conjecture implies Demazure's character formula by the following way: Define the operator ewt : 
In [3] , Kashiwara shown the existence of B w (λ) for arbitrary symmetrizable Kac-Moody cases and characterized it as follows:
(iii) For any i-string S, S ∩ B w (λ) is either empty or S or {the highest weight vector of S }.
In [9] , [10] , we developed the polyhedral realization of crystal bases. We shall explain the relations between crystal bases of Demazure modules and the polyhedral realizations briefly. Let ι = · · · i k , · · · , i 2 , i 1 be an infinite sequence from the index set I satisfying some condition and λ be a dominant integral weight. Then there exists the embedding Ψ
is described (under some assumption) as a subset in Z ∞ given by some system of linear inequalities, which is called polyhedral realization. Let w = s i l · · · s i1 (reduced expression) be an element in W and take a sequence ι = (j k ) k≥1 which satisfies i k = j k (1 ≤ k ≤ l). Then in this paper, the subset Ψ (λ) ι (B w (λ)) is given as a set of lattice points of some convex polytope in Z ∞ , where "polytope" means a bounded polyhedron. Furthermore, we succeed in giving explicit form of extremal vector Ψ (λ) ι (u wλ ) which is contained in Ψ (λ) ι (B w (λ)) as the unique solution of some system of linear equations. The organization of this paper is as follows: In Sect.2 we review the polyhedral realizations of crystals. We shall describe the polytopes for B w (λ) in Sect. 3 and the extremal vectors in Sect.4.
Polyhedral realizations of crystals

Notations
We list the notations used in this paper. Most of them are same as those in [10] .
Let g be a symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebra over Q with a Cartan subalgebra t, a weight lattice P ⊂ t * , the set of simple roots {α i : i ∈ I} ⊂ t * , and the set of coroots {h i : i ∈ I} ⊂ t, where I is a finite index set. Let h, λ be the pairing between t and t * , and (α, β) be an inner product on t * such that
(αi,αi) for λ ∈ t * . Let P * = {h ∈ t : h, P ⊂ Z} and P + := {λ ∈ P : h i , λ ∈ Z ≥0 }. We call an element in P + a dominant integral weight. Here we define a partial order on P by: For λ, µ ∈ P , λ ≻ µ ⇔ λ − µ ∈ ⊕ i∈I Q ≥0 α i . The quantum algebra U q (g) is an associative Q(q)-algebra generated by the e i , f i (i ∈ I), and q h (h ∈ P * ) satisfying the usual relations. The algebra U − q (g) is the subalgebra of U q (g) generated by the f i (i ∈ I).
For the irreducible highest weight module of U q (g) with the highest weight λ ∈ P + , we denote V (λ) and its crystal base we denote (L(λ), B(λ)). Similarly, for the crystal base of the algebra U − q (g) we denote (L(∞), B(∞)) (see [1] , [2] , [4] ). Let
be the canonical projection and π λ : L(∞)/qL(∞) −→ L(λ)/qL(λ) be the induced map from π λ . Here note that π λ (B(∞)) = B(λ) ⊔ {0}.
By the terminology crystal we mean some combinatorial object obtained by abstracting the properties of crystal bases. Indeed, crystal constitutes a set B and the maps wt :
with several axioms (see [3] , [9] , [10] ). In fact, B(∞) and B(λ) are the typical examples of crystals.
It is well-known that U q (g) has a Hopf algebra structure. Then the tensor product of U q (g)-modules has a U q (g)-module structure. The crystal bases have very nice properties for tensor operations. Indeed, if (L i , B i ) is a crystal base of
). Consequently, we can consider the tensor product of crystals and then they constitute a tensor category.
Polyhedral Realization of B(∞)
In this subsection, we recall the results in [9] .
Consider the additive group
we will denote by Z ∞ ≥0 ⊂ Z ∞ the subsemigroup of nonnegative sequences. To the rest of this section, we fix an infinite sequence of indices ι = · · · , i k , · · · , i 2 , i 1 from I such that
We can associate to ι a crystal structure on Z ∞ and denote it by
Proposition 2.1 ( [3] , See also [9] ) There is a unique embedding of crystals (called Kashiwara embedding)
Consider the infinite dimensional vector space
and its dual space (Q ∞ ) * := Hom(Q ∞ , Q). We will write a linear form ϕ
For the fixed infinite sequence ι = (i k ) we set k (+) := min{l : l > k and i k = i l } and k (−) := max{l : l < k and i k = i l } if it exists, or k (−) = 0 otherwise. We set for x ∈ Q ∞ , β 0 (x) = 0 and
We define a piecewise-linear operator
Here we set
We impose on ι the following positivity assumption:
Theorem 2.1 ([9]) Let ι be a sequence of indices satisfying (2.2) and (2.7). Then we have
Im(Ψ ι )( ∼ = B(∞)) = Σ ι .
Polyhedral Realization of B(λ)
In this subsection, we review the result in [10] . In the rest of this section, λ is supposed to be a dominant integral weight. Let R λ := {r λ } be the crystal defined in [10] . Consider the crystal B(∞) ⊗ R λ and define the map
(ii) B(λ) is a subcrystal of B(∞) ⊗ R λ , and Φ λ induces the isomorphism of crystals B(λ)
Here note that since the crystal R λ has only one element, as a set we can identify Z 
We fix a sequence of indices ι satisfying (2.2) and take a dominant integral weight λ ∈ P + . For k ≥ 1 let k (±) be the ones in 2.2. Let β
k (x) be linear functions given by
(As for the functions σ k and σ (i) 0 see (3.1) and (3.2) below.). Here note that β
Using this notation, for every k ≥ 1, we define an operator
is the first number k such that i k = i. Here for λ ∈ P + and i ∈ I we set
For ι and a dominant integral weight λ, let Ξ ι [λ] be the set of all linear functions generatd by S k = S k,ι from the functions x j (j ≥ 1) and λ (i) (i ∈ I), namely,
Now we set
For a sequence ι and a domiant integral weight λ,
3 Crystallized Demazure modules
We shall review an explicit crystal structure of Z ∞ [λ] in [10] . Fix a sequence of indices ι := (i k ) k≥1 satisfying the condition (2.2) and a weight λ ∈ P . (Here we do not necessarily assume that λ is dominant.) As we stated before, we can identify
can be regarded as a subset of Q ∞ , and then we denote an element in
∞ we define the linear functions
Here note that since x j = 0 for j ≫ 0 on Q ∞ , the functions σ k and σ
is a finite set if and only if σ (i) (x) > 0. Now we define the mapsẽ i :
by settingẽ i (0) =f i (0) = 0, and
4) where δ i,j is the Kronecker's delta. We also define the functions wt, ε i and
Note that by (3.5) we have
Polytopes for B w (λ)
In this section, we describe the explicit form of the polytopes corresponding to the crystals of Demazure module B w (λ) (λ ∈ P + ) as in the introduction. By the characterization of B w (λ) given in Theorem 1.1 (ii), we can construct it inductively according to some reduced expression of w. Indeed, we have B 1 (λ) = {u λ } (where 1 is the identity of W ) and then we obtain B si (λ) = {f is given by;
For w ∈ W , let us fix one reduced expression w = s iL s iL−1 · · · s i2 s i1 and let ι := (j k ) k≥1 be the infinite sequence of indices such that
Here we do not necessarily assume that (ι, λ) is ample. In this setting, we have
Proof. We shall show by induction on the length of w. If the length of w is equal to 0, then w = 1. So we have B 1 (λ) = {u λ } and then Ψ ι (B 1 (λ)) = {(· · · , 0, 0)}. If the length of w is equal to 1, then we can set w = s i1 . As we have mentioned above, the image of
Fix w = s iL s iL−1 · · · s i2 s i1 (reduced expression), and set w ′ := s iL−1 · · · s i2 s i1 . By the hypothesis of the induction, we have
(3.10) Here we show
and any l ∈ Z ≥0 ), (3.11) by the induction on l.
)). It follows from (3.3)
, that iff iL x = 0, then its k-th entry is equal to 0. Thus, we havẽ
and set its L-th entry x ′ L (≥ 0). By (3.12), we have
It follows from (3.3) again that we havef
Next, we are going to show the opposite inclusion. For any
, by (3.6) we have
(3.14)
Since the action ofẽ i only reduces some entry in x, we haveẽ
(note thatẽ
(x) is never 0) and
By (3.14) and (3.15), we have
. Therefore, by Theorem 1.1(ii), we get
Now we obtain the opposite inclusion
ι (B w (λ)) and then completed the proof.
Practically, we need the assumption "ample". If (λ, ι) is ample, we can write Proposition 3.1 in the following form:
18) where Ξ ι [λ] is given in (2.13).
Now, we obtain the convex "polytope" for B w (λ).
In [3] , Kashiwara also introduced the crystal B w (∞) ⊂ B(∞). This possesses the following remarkable property:
This is used for proving Theorem 1.1 (iii).
It is characterized by the following;
(ii) if s i w < w, then B w (∞) = k≥0f k i B siw (∞). This implies that B w (∞) has also the similar description to B w (λ).
Proposition 3.3 (i) We have
where Ξ ι is given in (2.5).
Semi-simple cases
In this subsection, let g be a semi-simple Lie algebra, W be the corresponding Weyl group and w 0 ∈ W be the longest element with the length l 0 . In [11, Proposition 4.2] we have shown by using the braid-type isomorphisms that B(λ) can be embedded in the finite rank Z-lattice Z l0 . Here we obtain its simpler proof as an application of Proposition 3.1. Indeed, in this case, since V (λ) = V w0 (λ), we have B(λ) = B w0 (λ). This implies: Proposition 3.4 There exists the following embedding,
where ι is an infinite sequence of indices such that its first l 0 subsequence i l0 , i l0−1 , · · · , i 1 is a reduced longest word associated with the longest element w 0 (see [11, 4.2] ).
Extremal vectors
We still keep the notations of 3.2 and we do not necessarily assume that (λ, ι) is ample.
Explicit description of extremal vectors
For w ∈ W , we call wλ the extremal weight of B(λ) and call the unique element u wλ ∈ B(λ) wλ extremal vector with the extremal weight wλ.
The image of u wλ by Ψ
. We are going to determine it by the following way.
ι (u wλ ). Then the element x w is given as the unique solution of the following system of linear equations: Proof. The equations eq(L)
is the system of the linear equations in indeterminates x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x L . If we write eq(L) in a matrix form A x = ξ where x = t (x 1 , · · · , x L ), due to the explicit form of β (−) k in (2.11), the matrix A is a triangular integer matrix whose diagonal entries are all 1 and the vector ξ = t (ξ 1 , · · · , ξ L ) is given by ξ k = h i k , λ if k (−) = 0 and otherwise ξ k = 0. Thus, the equation eq(L) can be solved uniquely and all the entries are integers. We set the solution (y 1 , · · · , y L ). Therefore, it suffices to show x w (:= Ψ 
which contradicts Theorem 1.1 (ii). Thus, in this case we have h iL w ′ λ = 0 and then the length of S L = 0. This means ϕ iL (u w ′ λ ) = 0 and then u wλ = u w ′ λ . In the case (2), since ε iL (u w ′ λ ) = 0, we have ϕ iL (u w ′ λ ) = h iL , wt(u w ′ λ ) and then
Now, we obtain (4.3) and then completed the proof of Lemma 4.2 By this lemma, it suffices to show
Let us see howf iL acts on y w ′ . For k ∈ Z ≥1 and m ∈ Z >0 we set k
Now we consider the following cases:
It follows from (3.3) that
In the case (b), we have
which impliesf iL (y w ′ ) = 0 by (3.3) . In this case, by (3.5) and (3.6) we have 11) and then also by (3.7) we have
which implies that y w ′ is the lowest weight vector in the i L -string including y w ′ . Thus, the case (b) corrsponds to the case (1) in the proof of Lemma 4.2. So the length of i L -string is 0 and then we have ε iL (y w ′ ) = 0. By (4.10) and (4.11) we have 0 = σ
L (y w ′ )0 by (4.6), which means y w = y w ′ (=f max iL y w ′ ), that is, (4.5) with y L = 0. In the case (a), we can suppose that ϕ iL (y w ′ ) > 0. Let us show
In the case (a), by the argument for the case (1) in the proof of Lemma 4.2, we have ε iL (y w ′ ) = 0 and then by σ L (y w ′ ) = 0 and (3.8),
It follows from (4.14) and (4.15) that if k < F , we have
Hence, we obtaiñ
L (y w ′ )) satisfies the equations eq(L) and then it follows that y w =f max iL (y w ′ ). Remark. Note that we obtain Proposition 4.1 without the assumption "ample". In [11, Example 3.9], we introduced the "non-ample" exmple: g = A 3 and ι = 212321. But, even in this case, applying Propsition 4.1 we have
Rank 2 cases
We apply Propositon 4.1 to arbitrary rank 2 cases.
First we review the result in [10] . The setting here is same as those in [10] . We set I = {1, 2}, and ι = (· · · , 2, 1, 2, 1) . The Cartan matrix is given by:
Here we either have c 1 = c 2 = 0, or both c 1 and c 2 are positive integers. We set X = c 1 c 2 − 2, and define the integer sequence a l = a l (c 1 , c 2 ) for l ≥ 0 by setting a 0 = 0, a 1 = 1 and, for k ≥ 1,
where the P k (X) are Chebyshev polynomials given by the following generating function:
Here define a
. The several first Chebyshev polynomials and terms a l are given by
Let l max = l max (c 1 , c 2 ) be the minimal index l such that a l+1 < 0 (if a l ≥ 0 for all l ≥ 0, then we set l max = +∞). By inspection, if c 1 c 2 = 0 (resp. 1, 2, 3) then l max = 2 (resp. 3, 4, 6). Furthermore, if c 1 c 2 ≤ 3 then a lmax = 0 and a l > 0 for 1 ≤ l < l max . On the other hand, if c 1 c 2 ≥ 4, i.e., X ≥ 2, it is easy to see from (4.19) that P k (X) > 0 for k ≥ 0, hence a l > 0 for l ≥ 1; in particular, in this case l max = +∞.
Proposition 4.3 ([10]) In the rank 2 case, for a dominant integral weight
is given by
Note that the cases when l max < +∞, or equivalently, the image Im (Ψ (λ) ι ) is contained in a lattice of finite rank, just correspond to the Lie algebras g = where {a k } k≥0 is the integer sequence given in (4.18).
Proposition 4.4
The image x wL of the extremal vector u wLλ ∈ B wL (λ) (λ = m 1 Λ 1 + m 2 Λ 2 ∈ P + ) associated with w L ∈ W can be described as follows: is the unique solution of (4.24). Now, we obtain the desired result.
In conclusion of this section, we illustlate the case of A
1 , that is, c 1 = c 2 = 2. In this case, X = c 1 c 2 − 2 = 2. It follows at once from (4.19) that P k (2) = k + 1; hence, (4.18) gives a l = l for l ≥ 0. We see that for type A 
